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ABSTRACT 

Foreign Direct Investment in India increased to 5502 USD Million in January of 2015 from 3968 USD 

Million in December of 2014. Foreign Direct Investment in India averaged 1048.39 USD Million from 

1995 until 2015, reaching an all time high of 5670 USD Million in February of 2008 and a record low of -

60 USD Million in February of 2014. Foreign Direct Investment in India is reported by the Reserve Bank 

of India. FDI inflows to India witnessed significant moderation in 2010-11 while other EMEs in Asia and 

Latin America received large inflows. This had raised concerns in the wake of widening current account 

deficit in India beyond the perceived sustainable level of 3.0 per cent of GDP during April-December 

2010. This also assumes significance as FDI is generally known to be the most stable component of 

capital flows needed to finance the current account deficit. Moreover, it adds to investible resources, 

provides access to advanced technologies, assists in gaining production know-how and promotes 

exports. FDI flows could be the result of certain institutional factors that dampened the investors’ 

sentiments despite continued strength of economic fundamentals. Findings of the panel exercise, 

examining FDI trends in 10 select EMEs over the last 7 year period, suggest that apart from macro 

fundamentals, institutional factors such as time taken to meet various procedural requirements make 

significant impact on FDI inflows. 
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Foreign Direct Investment Flows to India 

FDI inflows to India remained sluggish, when global FDI flows to EMEs had recovered in 2010-11, despite 

sound domestic economic performance ahead of global recovery. The paper gathers evidence through a 

panel exercise that actual FDI to India during the year 2010-14 fell short of its potential level (reflecting 

underlying macroeconomic parameters) partly on account of amplification of policy uncertainty as 

measured through Kauffmann’s Index. 

FDI inflows to India witnessed significant moderation in 2010-11 while other EMEs in Asia and Latin 

America received large inflows. This had raised concerns in the wake of widening current account deficit 

in India beyond the perceived sustainable level of 3.0 per cent of GDP during April-December 2010. This 

also assumes significance as FDI is generally known to be the most stable component of capital flows 

needed to finance the current account deficit. Moreover, it adds to investible resources, provides access 

to advanced technologies, assists in gaining production know-how and promotes exports. 

A perusal of India’s FDI policy vis-à-vis other major emerging market economies (EMEs) reveals that 

though India’s approach towards foreign investment has been relatively conservative to begin with, it 

progressively started catching up with the more liberalised policy stance of other EMEs from the early 

1990s onwards, inter alia in terms of wider access to different sectors of the economy, ease of starting 

business, repatriation of dividend and profits and relaxations regarding norms for owning equity. This 

progressive liberalisation, coupled with considerable improvement in terms of macroeconomic 

fundamentals, reflected in growing size of FDI flows to the country that increased nearly 5 fold during 

first decade of the present millennium. 

Though the liberal policy stance and strong economic fundamentals appear to have driven the steep rise 

in FDI flows in India over past one decade and sustained their momentum even during the period of 

global economic crisis (2008-09 and 2009-10),the subsequent moderation in investment flows despite 

faster recovery from the crisis period appears somewhat inexplicable. Survey of empirical literature and 

analysis presented in the paper seems to suggest that these divergent trends in FDI flows could be the 

result of certain institutional factors that dampened the investors’sentiments despite continued 

strength of economic fundamentals. Findings of the panel exercise, examining FDI trends in 10 select 

EMEs over the last 7 year period, suggest that apart from macro fundamentals, institutional factors such 

as time taken to meet various procedural requirements make significant impact on FDI inflows. 
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Trends in FDI Inflows 

Widening growth differential across economies and gradual opening up of capital accounts in the 

emerging world resulted in a steep rise in cross border investment flows during the past two decades. 

This section briefly presents the recent trends in global capital flows particularly to emerging economies 

including India. 

Global Trends in FDI Inflows 

During the period subsequent to dotcom burst, there has been an unprecedented rise in the cross-

border flows and this exuberance was sustained until the occurrence of global financial crisis in the year 

2008-09. Between 2003 and 2007, global FDI flows grew nearly four -fold and flows to EMEs during this 

period, grew by about three-fold. After reaching a peak of US$ 2.1 trillion in 2007, global FDI flows 

witnessed significant moderation over the next two years to touch US$ 1.1 trillion in 2009, following the 

global financial crisis. On the other hand, FDI flows to developing countries increased from US$ 565 

billion in 2007 to US$ 630 billion in 2008 before moderating to US$ 478 billion in 2009. 

The decline in global FDI during 2009 was mainly attributed to subdued cross border merger and 

acquisition (M&A) activities and weaker return prospects for foreign affiliates,which adversely impacted 

equity investments as well as reinvested earnings. According to UNCTAD, decline in M&A activities 

occurred as the turmoil in stock markets obscured the price signals upon which M&As rely. There was a 

decline in the number of green field investment cases as well, particularly those related to business and 

financial services. 

From an institutional perspective, FDI by private equity funds declined as their fund raising dropped on 

the back of investors’ risk aversion and the collapse of the leveraged buyout market in tune with the 

deterioration in credit market conditions. On the other hand, FDI from sovereign wealth funds (SWFs) 

rose by 15 per cent in 2009. This was apparently due to the revised investment strategy of SWFs - who 

have been moving away from banking and financial sector towards primary and manufacturing sector, 

which are less vulnerable to financial market developments as well as focusing more on Asia. 

As the world economic recovery continued to be uncertain and fragile, global FDI flows remained 

stagnant at US $ 1.1 trillion in 2010. According to UNCTAD’s Global Investment Trends Monitor (released 
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on January 17, 2011), although global FDI flows at aggregate level remained stagnant, they showed an 

uneven pattern across regions – while it contracted further in advanced economies by about 7 per cent, 

FDI flows recovered by almost 10 per cent in case of developing economies as a group driven by strong 

rebound in FDI flows in many countries of Latin America and Asia. Rebound in FDI flows to developing 

countries has been on the back of improved corporate profitability and some improvement in M&A 

activities with improved valuations of assets in the stock markets and increased financial capability of 

potential buyers. 

Improved macroeconomic conditions, particularly in the emerging economies, which boosted corporate 

profits coupled with better stock market valuations and rising business confidence augured well for 

global FDI prospects. According to UNCTAD, these favourable developments may help translate MNC’s 

record level of cash holdings (estimated to be in the range of US$ 4-5 trillion among developed 

countries’ firms alone) into new investments during 2011. The share of developing countries, which now 

constitutes over 50 per cent in total FDI inflows, may increase further on the back of strong growth 

prospects. However, currency volatility, sovereign debt problems and potential protectionist policies 

may pose some risks to this positive outlook. Nonetheless, according to the Institute of International 

Finance (January 2011), net FDI flows to EMEs was projected to increase by over 11 per cent in 2011. FDI 

flows into select countries are given in Table 1. 

Table 1 : Countries with Higher Estimated Level of FDI Inflows than India in 2010 

  Amount (US$ billion) Variation (Percent) 

  2007 2008 2009 2010 

(Estimates) 

2008 2009 2010 

(Estimates) 

World 2100.0 1770.9 1114.2 1122.0 -15.7 -37.1 0.7 

Developed 

Economies 

1444.1 1018.3 565.9 526.6 -29.5 -44.4 -6.9 

United States 266.0 324.6 129.9 186.1 22.0 -60.0 43.3 

France 96.2 62.3 59.6 57.4 -35.2 -4.3 -3.7 

Belgium 118.4 110.0 33.8 50.5 -7.1 -69.3 49.4 

United Kingdom 186.4 91.5 45.7 46.2 -50.9 -50.1 1.1 

Germany 76.5 24.4 35.6 34.4 -68.1 45.9 -3.4 

Developing 564.9 630.0 478.3 524.8 11.5 -24.1 9.7 
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Economies 

China 83.5 108.3 95.0 101.0 29.7 -12.3 6.3 

Hong Kong 54.3 59.6 48.4 62.6 9.8 -18.8 29.3 

Russian Federation 55.1 75.5 38.7 39.7 37.0 -48.7 2.6 

Singapore 35.8 10.9 16.8 37.4 -69.6 54.1 122.6 

Saudi Arabia 22.8 38.2 35.5 - 67.5 -7.1 - 

Brazil 34.6 45.1 25.9 30.2 30.3 -42.6 16.6 

India 25.0 40.4 34.6 23.7 61.6 -14.4 -31.5 

Source:World Investment Report, 2010 and Global Investment Trends Monitor, UNCTAD. 

Trends in FDI Inflows to India 

With the tripling of the FDI flows to EMEs during the pre-crisis period of the 2000s, India also received 

large FDI inflows in line with its robust domestic economic performance. The attractiveness of India as a 

preferred investment destination could be ascertained from the large increase in FDI inflows to India, 

which rose from around US$ 6 billion in 2001-02 to almost US$ 38 billion in 2008-09. The significant 

increase in FDI inflows to India reflected the impact of liberalisation of the economy since the early 

1990s as well as gradual opening up of the capital account. As part of the capital account liberalisation, 

FDI was gradually allowed in almost all sectors, except a few on grounds of strategic importance, subject 

to compliance of sector specific rules and regulations. The large and stable FDI flows also increasingly 

financed the current account deficit over the period. During the recent global crisis, when there was a 

significant deceleration in global FDI flows during 2009-10, the decline in FDI flows to India was 

relatively moderate reflecting robust equity flows on the back of strong rebound in domestic growth 

ahead of global recovery and steady reinvested earnings (with a share of almost 25 per cent) reflecting 

better profitability of foreign companies in India. However, when there had been some recovery in 

global FDI flows, especially driven by flows to Asian EMEs, during 2010-11, gross FDI equity inflows to 

India witnessed significant moderation. Gross equity FDI flows to India moderated to US$ 20.3 billion 

during 2010-11 from US$ 27.1 billion in the preceding year. 
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Table 2: Equity FDI Inflows to India 

(Percent) 

Sectors 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-

10 

2010-11 

Sectoral shares (Percent) 

Manufactures 17.6 19.2 21.0 22.9 32.1 

Services 56.9 41.2 45.1 32.8 30.1 

Construction, Real estate and mining 15.5 22.4 18.6 26.6 17.6 

Others 9.9 17.2 15.2 17.7 20.1 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Equity Inflows (US$ billion) 

Manufactures 1.6 3.7 4.8 5.1 4.8 

Services 5.3 8.0 10.2 7.4 4.5 

Construction, Real estate and mining 1.4 4.3 4.2 6.0 2.6 

Others 0.9 3.3 3.4 4.0 3.0 

Total Equity FDI 9.3 19.4 22.7 22.5 14.9 

From a sectoral perspective, FDI in India mainly flowed into services sector (with an average share of 41 

per cent in the past five years) followed by manufacturing (around 23 per cent) and mainly routed 

through Mauritius (with an average share of 43 per cent in the past five years) followed by Singapore 

(around 11 per cent). However, the share of services declined over the years from almost 57 per cent in 

2006-07 to about 30 per cent in 2010-11, while the shares of manufacturing, and ‘others’ largely 

comprising ‘electricity and other power generation’ increased over the same period (Table 2). Sectoral 

information on the recent trends in FDI flows to India show that the moderation in gross equity FDI 

flows during 2010-11 has been mainly driven by sectors such as ‘construction, real estate and mining’ 

and services such as ‘business and financial services’. Manufacturing, which has been the largest 

recipient of FDI in India, has also witnessed some moderation (Table 2). 

FDI Policy Framework 

Policy regime is one of the key factors driving investment flows to a country. Apart from underlying 

macro fundamentals, ability of a nation to attract foreign investment essentially depends upon its policy 
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regime - whether it promotes or restrains the foreign investment flows. This section undertakes a 

review of India’s FDI policy framework and makes a comparison of India’s policy vis-à-vis that of select 

EMEs. 

FDI Policy Framework in India 

There has been a sea change in India’s approach to foreign investment from the early 1990s when it 

began structural economic reforms encompassing almost all the sectors of the economy. 

Pre-Liberalisation Period 

Historically, India had followed an extremely cautious and selective approach while formulating FDI 

policy in view of the dominance of ‘import-substitution strategy’ of industrialisation. With the objective 

of becoming ‘self reliant’, there was a dual nature of policy intention – FDI through foreign collaboration 

was welcomed in the areas of high technology and high priorities to build national capability and 

discouraged in low technology areas to protect and nurture domestic industries. The regulatory 

framework was consolidated through the enactment of Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (FERA), 1973 

wherein foreign equity holding in a joint venture was allowed only up to 40 per cent. Subsequently, 

various exemptions were extended to foreign companies engaged in export oriented businesses and 

high technology and high priority areas including allowing equity holdings of over 40 per cent. 

Moreover, drawing from successes of other country experiences in Asia, Government not only 

established special economic zones (SEZs) but also designed liberal policy and provided incentives for 

promoting FDI in these zones with a view to promote exports. As India continued to be highly protective, 

these measures did not add substantially to export competitiveness. Recognising these limitations, 

partial liberalisation in the trade and investment policy was introduced in the 1980s with the objective 

of enhancing export competitiveness, modernisation and marketing of exports through Trans-national 

Corporations (TNCs). The announcements of Industrial Policy (1980 and 1982) and Technology Policy 

(1983) provided for a liberal attitude towards foreign investments in terms of changes in policy 

directions. The policy was characterised by de-licensing of some of the industrial rules and promotion of 

Indian manufacturing exports as well as emphasising on modernisation of industries through liberalised 

imports of capital goods and technology. This was supported by trade liberalisation measures in the 

form of tariff reduction and shifting of large number of items from import licensing to Open General 

Licensing (OGL). 
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Post-Liberalisation Period 

A major shift occurred when India embarked upon economic liberalisation and reforms program in 1991 

aiming to raise its growth potential and integrating with the world economy. Industrial policy reforms 

gradually removed restrictions on investment projects and business expansion on the one hand and 

allowed increased access to foreign technology and funding on the other. A series of measures that 

were directed towards liberalizing foreign investment included: (i) introduction of dual route of approval 

of FDI – RBI’s automatic route and Government’s approval (SIA/FIPB) route, (ii) automatic permission for 

technology agreements in high priority industries and removal of restriction of FDI in low technology 

areas as well as liberalisation of technology imports, (iii) permission to Non-resident Indians (NRIs) and 

Overseas Corporate Bodies (OCBs) to invest up to 100 per cent in high priorities sectors, (iv) hike in the 

foreign equity participation limits to 51 per cent for existing companies and liberalisation of the use of 

foreign ‘brands name’ and (v) signing the Convention of Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency 

(MIGA) for protection of foreign investments. These efforts were boosted by the enactment of Foreign 

Exchange Management Act (FEMA), 1999 [that replaced the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act (FERA), 

1973] which was less stringent. This along with the sequential financial sector reforms paved way for 

greater capital account liberalisation in India. 

Investment proposals falling under the automatic route and matters related to FEMA are dealt with by 

RBI, while the Government handles investment through approval route and issues that relate to FDI 

policy per se through its three institutions, viz., the Foreign Investment Promotion Board (FIPB), the 

Secretariat for Industrial Assistance (SIA) and the Foreign Investment Implementation Authority (FIIA). 

 II. Recent Literature 

Economic growth can be explained by a variety of social, political, economic and institutional factors. 

The FDI-Growth nexus has gained importance in the growth literature in its varied dimensions. The 

overview of the studies confirm various dimensions such as fundamental theories of FDI, various macro 

economic variables that influence FDI, the impact of economic integration on the movements of FDI 

followed by advantages and disadvantages of FDI (Yusop 1992; Jackson and Murkowski 1995; Cheng and 

Yum 2000; Lim and Maisom 2000).  
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The theoretical models refer to the propositions of FDI led Growth; Growth led FDI and their 

interdependency through feedback mechanism. 

Cross-Country Comparison of FDI Policies – Where does India stand? 

A true comparison of the policies could be attempted if the varied policies across countries could be 

reduced to a common comparable index or a measure. Therefore, with a view to examine and analyse 

‘where does India stand’ vis-a-vis other countries at the current juncture in terms of FDI policy 

framework, the present section draws largely from the results of a survey of 87 economies undertaken 

by the World Bank in 2009 and published in its latest publication titled ‘Investing Across Borders’. 

The survey has considered four indicators, viz., ‘Investing across Borders’, ‘Starting a Foreign Business’, 

‘Accessing Industrial Land’, and ‘Arbitrating Commercial Disputes’ to provide assessment about FDI 

climate in a particular country. Investing across Bordersindicator measures the degree to which 

domestic laws allow foreign companies to establish or acquire local firms. Starting foreign business 

indicator record the time, procedures, and regulations involved in establishing a local subsidiary of a 

foreign company. Accessing industrial land indicator evaluates legal options for foreign companies 

seeking to lease or buy land in a host economy, the availability of information about land plots, and the 

steps involved in leasing land. Arbitrating commercial disputes indicator assesses the strength of legal 

frameworks for alternative dispute resolution, rules for arbitration, and the extent to which the judiciary 

supports and facilitates arbitration. India’s relative position in terms of these four parameters vis-à-vis 

major 15 emerging economies, which compete with India in attracting foreign investment, is set out in 

Tables 5A and 5B. 

Following key observations could be made from this comparison: 

 A comparative analysis among the select countries reveals that countries such as Argentina, 

Brazil, Chile and the Russian Federation have sectoral caps higher than those of India implying 

that their FDI policy is more liberal. 

 The sectoral caps are lower in China than in India in most of the sectors barring agriculture and 

forestry and insurance. A noteworthy aspect is that China permits 100 per cent FDI in agriculture 

while completely prohibits FDI in media. In India, on the other hand, foreign ownership is 

http://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/bs_viewcontent.aspx?Id=2513#T5A
http://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/bs_viewcontent.aspx?Id=2513#T5B
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allowed up to 100 per cent in sectors like ‘mining, oil and gas’, electricity and ‘healthcare and 

waste management’. 

Table 5A: Investing Across Borders – Sector wise Caps – 2009 

Country Mi
ni 
ng,  
oil  
and  
gas 

Agricu
l 
ture 
and  
forest
ry 

Light  
manufa
ct 
uring 

Telecom
m 
unicatio
ns 

Electrici
ty 

Banki
ng 

Insuran
ce 

Trans 
portati
on 

Medi
a 

Const
r 
uctio
n, 
touri
s 
m 
and 
retail 

Healt
h 
care  
and 
wast
e 
mana
g 
emen
t 

Argentin
a 

100 100 100 100 100 100 100 79.6 30 100 100 

Brazil 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 68 30 100 50 

Chile 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

China 75 100 75 49 85.4 62.5 50 49 0 83.3 85 

India 100 50 81.5 74 100 87 26 59.6 63 83.7 100 

Indonesi
a 

97.
5 

72 68.8 57 95 99 80 49 5 85 82.5 

Korea, 100 100 100 49 85.4 100 100 79.6 39.5 100 100 

Malaysia 70 85 100 39.5 30 49 49 100 65 90 65 

Mexico 50 49 100 74.5 0 100 49 54.4 24.5 100 100 

Philippin
es 

40 40 75 40 65.7 60 100 40 0 100 100 

Russian 100 100 100 100 100 100 49 79.6 75 100 100 

South 74 100 100 70 100 100 100 100 60 100 100 

Thailand 49 49 87.3 49 49 49 49 49 27.5 66 49 

 India positioned well vis-a-vis comparable counterparts in the select countries in terms of the 

indicator ‘starting a foreign business’. In 2009, starting a foreign business took around 46 days 

with 16 procedures in India as compared with 99 days with 18 procedures in China and 166 days 

with 17 procedures in Brazil (Table 5 B). 

 In terms of another key indicator, viz., ‘accessing industrial land’ India’s position is mixed. While 

the ranking in terms of indices based on lease rights and ownership rights is quite high, the time 

to lease private and public land is one of the highest among select countries at 90 days and 295 

days, respectively. In China, it takes 59 days to lease private land and 129 days to lease public 

land. This also has important bearing on the investment decisions by foreign companies. 
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 In terms of the indicator ‘arbitrating commercial disputes’ India is on par with Brazil and the 

Russian Federation. Although, the strength of laws index is fairly good, the extent of judicial 

assistance index is moderate. 

Table 5B: Investing Across Borders – Key Indicators 2009 

Country Starting a Foreign 
Business 

Accessing Industrial Land Arbitrating  
Commercial Disputes 

  Time  
(days) 

Pro 
ced 
ures 
(nu 
mber) 

Ease of 
establi 
shment 
index  
(0 =  
min,  
100 = 
max) 

Strength 
of lease 
rights 
index  
(0 = min, 
100 = 
max) 

Strength 
of owne 
rship 
rights 
index  
(0 = min, 
100 = 
max) 

Access 
to 
land 
inform 
ation 
index  
(0 = 
min,  
100 =  
max) 

Availa 
bility  
of 
land 
inform 
ation 
index  
(0 =  
min,  
100 =  
max) 

Time 
to 
lease 
priv 
ate  
land 
(day 
s) 

Time 
to 
leas 
e 
publ 
ic  
land 
(day 
s) 

Stren 
gth 
of 
laws 
index 
(0 = 
min, 
100 = 
max) 

Ease  
of 
proc 
ess 
inde 
x (0  
= 
min, 
100  
= 
max 
) 

Extent  
of 
judicial 
assista 
nce 
index 
(0 = 
min,  
100 =  
max) 

Argentina 50 18 65 79.3 100 44.4 85 48 112 63.5 72.2 55.1 

Brazil 166 17 62.5 85.7 100 33.3 75 66 180 84.9 45.7 57.2 
Chile 29 11 63.2 85.7 100 33.3 80 23 93 94.9 62.8 74.8 

China 99 18 63.7 96.4 n/a 50 52.5 59 129 94.9 76.1 60.2 

India 46 16 76.3 92.9 87.5 15.8 85 90 295 88.5 67.6 53.4 

Indonesia 86 12 52.6 78.6 n/a 21.4 85 35 81 95.4 81.8 41.3 

Korea, 17 11 71.1 85.7 100 68.4 70 10 53 94.9 81.9 70.2 

Malaysia 14 11 60.5 78.5 87.5 23.1 85 96 355 94.9 81.8 66.7 

Mexico 31 11 65.8 81.3 100 33.3 90 83 151 79.1 84.7 52.7 

Philippines 80 17 57.9 68.8 n/a 23.5 87.5 16 n/a 95.4 87 33.7 
Russian 31 10 68.4 85.7 100 44.4 90 62 231 71.6 76.1 76.6 

South 65 8 - 84.5 100 47.4 85 42 304 82.4 79 94.5 

Thailand 34 9 60.5 80.7 62.5 27.8 70 30 128 84.9 81.8 40.8 

Thus, a review of FDI policies in India and across major EMEs suggests that though India’s policy stance 

in terms of access to different sectors of the economy, repatriation of dividend and norms for owning 

equity are comparable to that of other EMEs, policy in terms of qualitative parameters such as ‘time to 

lease private land’, ‘access to land information’ and ‘Extent of Judicial assistance’ are relatively more 

conservative. Since time taken to set up a project adds to the cost and affect competitiveness, an 

otherwise fairly liberal policy regime may turn out to be less competitive or economically unviable owing 

to procedural delays. Thus, latter may affect the cross border flow of investible funds. But an 

assessment of precise impact of these qualitative parameters on the flow of FDI is an empirical question. 

The following section makes an attempt to quantify the impact of various factors that govern the flow of 

FDI in India. 
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 Indicators of FDI and International Production 

 

Indicators of international production, such as sales, value added, assets, employment and exports of 

foreign affiliates, enable a better assessment of the impact of FDI. They throw direct light on host-

country production activity associated with FDI worldwide, and the importance of foreign affiliates in 

the world economy.  For example, the value-added activity (gross product) of foreign affiliates 

worldwide accounted for 11% of global GDP in 2007. Sales amounted to $31 trillion, about one fifth of 

which represented exports, and the number of employees reached 82 million.  

 

However, the above discussion at the global level conceals country differences in international 

production as measured by various indicators. This is why, as of 2007, the World Investment Report 

(WIR) started to analyze one specific indicator of international production: employment in foreign 

affiliates. This variable was examined to show the direct impact of FDI on host economies. This year’s 

WIR considers another variable frequently used to examine the level of international production: sales 

of foreign affiliates. Country-level data show significant differences between countries in the 

relationship between sales of foreign affiliates and inward FDI stock as well as affiliates’ output. They 

also show a noticeable difference between the three sectors: the ratio of sales to inward stock is 

generally the lowest in the primary sector, and the highest in manufacturing, while that for the services 

sector falls in between.  Sales are generally 5-6 times higher than value added, but there are differences 

by sector, with a given amount of sales corresponding to more value added in manufacturing than in 
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services. In Latvia, Slovakia and Slovenia, for example, manufacturing generates more value added than 

in other countries, judging from data on value added per dollar of FDI stock. Country and/or sectoral 

differences reflect the nature of the sales data, which include value added in production in the host 

country as well as the value of purchased inputs (imported as well as domestic suppliers). Thus the 

implications of an increase or decrease in sales for host and home countries may differ somewhat, 

depending on which of the factors mentioned are relevant. An analysis with regard to exports should be 

also examined in this context.  
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